## Image Citation

### An Original Work of Visual Art

To cite an original work of visual art (a lithograph, painting, photograph, sculpture, etc.) in an institution such as a museum or in a private collection, follow this format:

**Artist's last name, first name. Title of artwork. Year. Medium. Name of institution/private collection housing artwork, city where institution/private collection is located.**

**Example:**


### An Image/Reproduction of a Work of Visual Art from a Print Source

To cite an image/reproduction of a work of visual art from a print source, follow this format:

**Artist's last name, first name. Title of artwork. Year. Name of institution/private collection housing artwork. Title of print source. Author/editor's first name last name. Publication city: Publisher, year. Page/plate number. Medium of reproduction.**

**Example:**


### An Image/Reproduction of a Work of Visual Art from the Web, without URL

To cite an image/reproduction of a work of visual art from the Web, follow this format:

**Artist's last name, first name. Title of artwork. Year. Name of institution/private collection housing artwork. Title of database or website. Publisher/sponsor of database or website. Medium consulted. Date of access.**

**Example:**


### An Image/Reproduction of a Work of Visual Art from the Web, with URL

When providing the URL, enclose the complete address in angle brackets following the date of access, period, and a space. End the entire entry with a period after the closing angle bracket:

**Artist's last name, first name. Title of artwork. Year. Name of institution/private collection housing artwork. Title of database or website. Publisher/sponsor of database or website. Medium consulted. Date of access. <URL>.**

**Example:**


<http://www.googleartproject.com/museums/tate/a-garden-152>. 